The time has come to be honest with the world and with the people in it. The old British Empire was rotten to the core. It used press-ganging, enslavement, and inland piracy --- otherwise known as "colonialism"--- to cheat the entire world.

In the wake of World War II, the United Nations was established to keep the peace and the Trusteeship Council was established to end colonialism, and to an extent, it has succeeded while ignoring the very much larger problem of continued British colonialism in the UK, Canada, Australia, the US, South Africa, New Zealand, and even mainland Europe where most countries have been severely impacted.

The very short history in the United States is instructive and parallels similar developments and practices throughout the world.

We were coerced into a misrepresented war (Step One) known as the American Civil War (1861-1865) and our government was overthrown (Step Two) and surreptitiously replaced by a government services corporation (Step Three) owned and operated by the Roman Catholic Church and calling itself The United States of America. (Step 4). This was a "private religious non-profit service corporation".

In 1907, the move began to sell off The United States of America, Inc., to an international banking cartel known euphemistically as a the Federal Reserve. This
organization took over, very subtly renamed the governmental services corporation --- changing it from "The United States of America" to "the" United States of America (Incorporated)--- and spun off the Federal Reserve System establishing an all-powerful Central Bank (Step 5).

The Federal Reserve set up a fiat money system which among other things forced "US Citizens" to use commercial debt notes instead of real money. They could sidestep the actual Constitution of this country because "US Citizens" were never protected by the Constitution.

This confusion between the "US Citizens" who were British Subjects and the actual Americans who are nationals of the fifty American States would later be milked under conditions of duress, extortion, and non-disclosure to create false claims in commerce against the 50 States of America and the American People. The same or similar practices were employed by the IMF.

This fraud scheme proved so profitable that it was soon deployed worldwide. Instead of England, Ireland, and Scotland, we suddenly had the UK. Instead of Germany, France, and Italy, we had the EU. Instead of Canada, we had CANADA. And so it went around the Brave New World.

The con-artists simply drummed up new names for entire nations, forced fiat currencies down our throats, and proceeded to steal title to everything of value in sight by fraud. (Step 6).

In America, because "US Citizens" were not protected by the Constitution, an all-out effort was made to redefine everyone as a "US Citizen"---- the better to coerce us and plunder our assets. (Step 7).

Franklin Delano Roosevelt, acting as the CEO of the private, mostly foreign-owned "United States of America, Inc." had his franchise managers operating "state of States" ----- "State of Washington" for example---- pledge the "good faith and credit" of their "states and the people thereof" as sureties for the debts of the bankrupt "United States of America, Inc."

He also gratuitously redefined the Trade Names of millions of Americans to be the names of Foreign Situs Trusts, owned and operated by the bankrupt United States of America, Inc., and standing as sureties for its debts.

Thus, the perpetrators endeavored and succeeded in stealing the identity and high-jacking the credit of our entire nation.

For the next 66 years, Americans paid for the debts of the United States of America, Inc. out of one pocket, and paid for the "services" of the IMF sponsored UNITED STATES, INC. out of the other.

When the bankruptcy of the United States of America, Inc. finally settled in 1999, the international Trustees responsible should have released and re-conveyed the names and proper titles owed to the American States and the American People back to us. Instead, they left everything adrift in the foreign international jurisdiction of the sea, and our Trustee on the High Seas and Inland Waterways, the Queen of England, sat on her duff and did nothing.
Our Honorable Trade Names which are and always were our private property, have been labeled "disregarded entities". This is your big wake up call from the Disregarded Entities---- the modern day victims of Commercial Colonialism---- and the greatest fraud and breach of trust violation in world history.

As we write, the Second Round of this fraud scheme is ticking down. The IMF-sponsored UNITED STATES, INC., pulled its own version of the scam by creating Cestui Que Vie Trusts named after each and every "Missing American", creating bogus titles to our assets including our labor and our land, and using this mechanism as a means of borrowing against our assets---all unknown to us.

Having hijacked our credit----again----they have charged our credit cards into the stratosphere, paid no debts, and partied down since 1944 on our ticket, all without the trusting Americans ever realizing or being told what was going on.

And now, because of their utter, reprehensible irresponsibility and criminality, the UNITED STATES, INC. and all its purported "franchises" are not only bankrupt, they've been forced into liquidation.

Which brings us to the Main Topic of this letter. Yesterday, we received word that Mr. Obama is preparing to declare "Martial Law". We are wondering how he can propose to do this, since the "United States" has been at constant war and operating under martial law since 1863?

Also yesterday, we received word that over 6000 innocent American Homeowners have received "tax bills" often greater than the value of their homes along with eviction and sale notices.

It doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure this out. The UNITED STATES, INC., sponsored by the IMF is under liquidation. So they are having their corporate franchises---- the STATE OF MAINE and STATE OF FLORIDA---- bill the Cestui Que Vie Trusts they created and named after the living Americans.

The Sin of Omission of the "US Trustees" who failed to re-convey our Names and our Property back to the land jurisdiction has resulted in this situation and we know exactly who those Trustees are. So do you.

All these "tax bills" are being presented in DOG-LATIN and are utterly fraudulent on their face----yet the IMF and its minions are clearly preparing to use armed force and legal pretense to seize the property of innocent Americans.

Let's make this very clear---except for the nineteen enumerated services our States contracted to receive---none of these expenses charged off against these bogus ESTATE trusts are ours. Neither are we "United States Citizens" nor "citizens of the United States". We, Americans, are the victims of gross Breach of Trust and mischaracterization and identity theft and fraud---but we are not alone.

The same basic conditions have been set up in the UK, EU, Canada, Mexico, Australia, and other countries around the world.

The IMF is a French Corporation. The French Government is responsible for oversight of its activities----including its criminality in this matter.
We, the American People, are all owed the protections of the actual Constitution for the united States of America and are owed the re-conveyance of our good names and the return of our property titles and interests from our international Trustees----the Pope in the Air Jurisdiction and the Queen of England who is our Trustee on the High Seas and Inland Waterways.

It is well-known and proven already that Americans have been falsely claimed to be "United States Citizens" and that all these acts of systemic fraud have taken place. The Curia has already declared that we are tax exempt and our vessels in commerce are tax prepaid. Trillions of dollars are sitting in our ACCOUNTS as credit and these "Prepaid" tax bills are purposefully not being paid so as to excuse the seizure of our land and our other assets.

Since the French Government chartered the IMF, the French Government is responsible for its operations---including this ongoing deliberate mismanagement and criminality against Americans.

Pope Francis, we have returned to our land jurisdiction and it is past time to balance the books---or pull the IMF Charter and leave it with no basis for doing business, no funds and no ability to continue presenting bogus "tax bills", harassing innocent people or paying for commercial armies operating under color of law as "government" agencies.

Secretary Ban Ki-Moon, if you value your mission of keeping world peace, we suggest that you encourage and assist Pope Francis to do the right thing and apply appropriate pressure to the Obama Administration and whatever comes after it, to respect the Will of the American People in this matter, and to seek the cooperation of the French Government.

We have already named new federal contractors to take over the role of providing us with essential governmental services in international jurisdiction and we have properly organized our counties and states to receive back our funding and resume proper operation of our nation-states. We have more than a million Federal Marshals trained and sworn in to provide for peace keeping, with more coming on board every day.

There can be no excuse for allowing the IMF or any of its bankruptcy liquidation operations related to the UNITED STATES, INC. to continue under these false pretenses on our shores.

The bill collectors must be advised of the fraud against Americans and told to cease and desist their false presumptions and fraudulent billing practices. What we owe, we have offered to pay and have instructed our Trustees to pay. The rest of the odious debt racked up by the IMF doing business as the UNITED STATES, STATES OF STATES, and JOSEPH QUINCY PUBLIC stands repudiated as fraud.

You are both fully advised that vast numbers of Americans have been deliberately and non-consensually press-ganged and mischaracterized as "US Citizens" in order to promote fraud against them and their material interests. This was attempted by the perpetrators of the 14th Amendment to the corporate constitution known as The Constitution of the United States of America. It was attempted by FDR via means of identity theft and commercial fraud. And now it is being attempted again by the IMF dba "UNITED STATES".
Enough is enough.

The assets held under color of law must be returned to the Americans. Our Trade Names must be re-conveyed to the land jurisdiction en masse, just as we were originally illegally press-ganged off the land. The assets held under title and color of law in these bogus ACCOUNTS must be returned to the people and the States of America without further obfuscation or delay.

This situation is the result of mismanagement, mischaracterization, and Breach of Trust on the part of the British Monarch, former Popes, and the French Government which has failed to maintain oversight on the IMF and its operations.

It is not the fault of the peaceful, trusting, hard-working American People who have been the victims of all this international corporate fraud.

Most Sincerely,

Anna Maria Riezinger, all rights reserved.
c/o Post Office Box 520994
Big Lake, Alaska 99652
avannavon@gmail.com
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